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Abstract 
The oonoept of hot atratiftoation of magnetoapherio 

plasma la presented. The stratification meohaniam la based 
on the assumption that In the center of plasma aheet the 
preosuM 1 B approximately Isotropic and under ateady state 
condition» the gradient and ourvature drift aurrenta play 
the principal role. The number of formed Btruoturee la de-
teimined by the parameter of stratification depending on the 
field-aliened current density, the teleht-lntegtrated peder-
sen conductivity, and the half-width of upward fiedl-allfpied 
current band. The corresponding experimental values were 
Inferred from ihe Intercosa»a-Bulearla-1300 aatelllte data. 
It was found that there eziat the excellent agreement bet
ween the experimental and tneoretloal values of the parame
ter of stratification and the number of observed structures. 

' c) Institute ol Nuclear Pbyslcs 
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штнодосткж. 
One of the moat pronounced featurea of quiet time auro

ral obarevatlons la the existence of longitudinally aligned 
multiple structures which have in the meridional direction 
the scales from 0.001° to 0.01° Invariant latitude for rib-
roua band In the morning sector and from 0.5° to 2° Invari
ant latitude for multiple lnverted-V structures. Inverted-V 
IFranR, 1971] or A IHeikklla, 19T0I structures can be obser
ved consequently during low resolution auroral satellite ob
servations. The precipitations of this type occur at all lo
cal times and substorm activities, but most events were ob
served between 20 and 02 MET. The low latitude boundary of 
precipitations la about 62°. The mean width of lnverted-V 
structures Is about 1/2° Invariant latitude and about 15° In 
longitude. The energy spectrums of lnverted-V precipitating 
electrons consist of two components: the pronounced peak 
between 1-10 keV (monoenergetlc component) and the Increased 
fluxes at low energy (secondary electrons). Sometimes the 
characteristic energy at the electron peaK Is much higher 
than the energy of scattering electrons, and the electrons 
tend to be monoenergetlc. Existence of monoenergetlc beam is 
taken in most papers as the evidence of electrostatic nature 
of acceleration mechanism. The relatlonsphlp between the 
precipitating electron flux and field-aligned potential drop 
predicted theoretically IKnlght, 1973; Antonova and Tvereboy 
1975 J was experimentally verified by 1410ns 119811 and 
Boequsd 11986]. The exlatence of secondary electron spectra 
is connected with the reflection of primary electrons from 
the atmosphere tEucms, 1974] and with wave-particle 
Interactions. Measurements of plasma characteristics within 
the acceleration region shedded light on the nature of 
field-aligned potential drop IMozer, 1980; Bultqulet, 1988]. 
So the proceeaes leading to the formation of electron and 
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ion distribution functions observed within the lnverted-V 
structures have been explored In detail. The relationship 
between the meridional form of inverted-V structure and the 
form or electrostatic potential distribution was analyzed In 
CIM, 199П. The relationship between the lnverted-Y 
structures and field-aligned currents, electric fields, 
auroral kllometrlc radiation and some other phenomena have 
been discussed in numeroua papers. However, the conditions 
of multiple inverted-V structure formation are still not 
clear. 

in this paper we shall try to analyze various 
theoretical approaches to the problem of auroral plasma 
stratification, and to compare the principal results of hot 
plasma pressure modulation theoretical resseach with, the sa
tellite measurements. The preliminary results of this 
research have been published in titotonona et at., 1988; An-
tonova et al., 1991a; Antonava et al. 1991b]. 

THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO Tfffi PROBLEM OF AURORAL FLASHA 
STRATIFICATIOH. 

The existing approaches to the theory of auroral plasma 
stratification are based on the estimations of the 
'mportance of different terms In the stationary momentum 
equation: 

Я n(VA)V= -vp + I [J BJ + vAV (1) 
«here V is the fluid velocity, я=я1-нкес«1, where * l t w e are 
the electron and Ion masses respectively, с Is the velocity 
of light, J is the current density, P is the scalar pressu
re. 

If v=0 and vp=0 the formation of plasma sructures can 
be connected with the exlstane of polarization current вуз-
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tern. This approach was proposed in tAtkinson, 1970], 
developed In [Sato ana Holzer, 1973; Holzer ana Sato, 1973] 
and gained the most complete form In ITraPhtengerz V.Yu ana 
Feltiateln A.Ya, 1981 ;BraHitengerz V.YU ana Feldatetn A.Ya, 
1982; TraSfitengerz V.Yu ana Feldateln A.Ya, 1984; Tra&hten-
gerz V.Yu ana PelOetetn A.Ya, 1987a; Tramtengerz V.Yu ana 
Peldsteln A.Ya, 1987b; TraPfitengerz V.Yu, 1989]. According 
to this approach, stratification seems to be caused by the 
development ol magnetoBpherlc convection Instability due to 
the friction on the ionosphere. The system of standing Aif-
ven waves give rise to the rielrt-aligned current system, 
electron acceleration due to the anomalous resistivity deve
loped within the field-aligned current region, and growth of 
ionospheric plasma disturbances. 

An instance of steady-state spatial current oscilla
tions i:i auroral field-aligned currents measured with the 
two Dynamics Explorer satellites near a magnetic conjunction 
within the Region 2 current system near 13 KLT was analysed 
by Wetwer et al. [1988a]. An explanation has been developed 
In terms of a model of steady state polarization current 
system. It was shown that the experimental results can be 
Interpreted assuming that there Is a magnetospherlc genera
tor where the current Is proportional to the electric field 
but In the opposite direction. The lnterpretalon contains 
a free parameter (the "generator conductivity" or the "east-
west deceleration scale length") wlch cannot bs observed. 
A more detailed review of magnetospfcerlc generators was pre
sented by llyaab, 1990). 

The stability of polarization current system is diffi
cult to explain within the frame of the Alfvenlc plasma 
stratification theories. Development of Alfvenlc Instability 
results probably In the formation of magnetospherlc turbu
lence spectrum tlta&itengerz V.Yu ana PelOBtein A.Ya, 1991 ]. 
The developed spectrums of magnetospherlc turbulence have 
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been observed practically during every crossing of auroral 
oval IWetmer et al., 1985; Wetmer et a\., 1988b], but It is 
very difficult to interpret the results of such observations 
In terms of the system of standing Alfven waves within the 
auroral region. 

Stratification mechanism developed in lYancmoto , 
197 о) was based on the assumption that there exist a strong 
viscous Interaction (with the coefficient of viscosity about 
2 ' Ю 8 m з ~ 1 ) . The anomalously high viscosity appears during 
the development of plasma turbulence connected with the 
shift flow of plasma within the auroral aone. The large 
range of possible values of v шаКез it difficult to compare 
the theoretical results with the observations. 

On the contrary the stratification theory proposed by 
Tuerateoy 11982a, 1982b, 19831 contains parameters allowing 
to make an easy comparison with the experiment. Taking Into 
account that In the center plasma sheet the pressure is ap
proximately Isotropic iCrlaton, 1991], It la reasonable to 
suggest that under the steady state conditions the gradient 
and curvature drift currents play the principal role, and to 
assume that polarization currents may be neglected. In this 
case Mnper's force Is balanced by the plasma pressure gradi
ent 

- [ 3 в] = gp (1) 

and the field-aligned current density J, Is equal to 
iVoatlynos, 19T0; TveraSoy, 1982b) 

J, = с (ntv» vpl) (2) 

where ff Is the magnetic flux tube volume per unit flux from 
the Ionospheric boundary to the equator plane, n Is the out
ward pointing normal to the ionosphere. ?rom the continuity 
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equation lor the current in the Ionosphere In the stationary 
case we have 

D t v d ^ i ) = с (ntvir vpi) (3) 
where £ is the tensor of height-Integrated conductivity in 
the Ionosphere, 0^ is the Ionospheric potential. 

The equation (3) can he solved only when the relation
ship hetween the potential and pressure variations Is known, 
m the simplest linear approximation the small variations or 
magnetospherlc electrostatic potential i^ are proportional 
to the small pressure variations p'. 

e K. 

4 
This approximation may be based on the assumption that 

in the plasma sheet ? e« T±, and under the steady state con
ditions the distribution functions are nearly Kaxwelllan, 
therefore It is resonable to assume the validity of the 
Boltzman relationship between the variations of potential 
and plasma concentration. The assumption (4) does not requi
re the same relationship between the lagre scale undisturbed 
potential UQm and undisturbed plasma pressure p 0, which can 
be determined by the solution of the large scale convection 
problem. So 

DIW Wt) = /, (5) 

where Оц-П in the region of downward field-aligned 
current. And In the upward current region: 
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where 3* = e n° 4^/(2 % % ) * / 2 la the magnetospherlc ther
mal electron current li undisturbed case. 

The solution of (3) can be unstable If the potential va
riations bring about the growth of field-aligned current 
both in the ionosphere (left part or (3)) and In the magne-
tosphere. Near the maxima In the disturbance or the Ionos
pheric potential t^, the disturbance of field-aligned cur
rent is oriented downward, while near minima It Is oriented 
upward. On the other hand, at high altitude, due to .effi
cient scattering the Ion pressure Increases near the poten
tial minima and decreases near the maxima. At the same time 
the hot plasma generated field-aligned current Increases In 
the first case and decreases In the second. 

If the initial field-aligned current Is oriented down
ward to the Earth, then Its disturbances In the magnetosphe-
re and In the Ionosphere are oriented In the opposite direc
tion and mutually cancelled. If, on the other hand, the cur
rent flows away from the ionosphere, both erfects are added 
and with the corresponding current geometry en Instablblty 
can arise (Pig. 1). The instability Increment Is determined 
by the processes of the plasma particle scattering due to 
the small scale electromagnetic field fluctuations and 
deterministic chaos effects. Therefore the enhancement of 
partlcla trajectory stochaatlaatlon leads to the Increase of 
Instability Increment, and not to the disturbance decrease 
as the Mfvenlc stratification theory Implies. In this paper 
we will consider only the steady state condition сазе and 
try to show, that the analysis of equation (3) solutions 
makes it possible to determine the number or formed 
structures. 
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Pl£. 1 - Scheme characterlaea the ргосеззев leading to the 
3tatlflcatlon ol magnetltospherlc convection. There 
are shown the dlaturbances ol magnetospherlc and 
Ionospheric potentials, the direction of non-
stratlalled rield-allgned current, and the 
directions ol current disturbances. 
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According to (3) and (4) 

fltt>(2° w 1 + S 4 * o l J = if ̂  (7) 

where u^ Is the disturbance of Ionospheric potential, 2' Is 
the ionospheric conductivity disturbance. It Is a result of 
variation of rield-allgned potential drop, that produces the 
variation of electron energy and the variation of electron 
flux. ?or the constant conductivity tensor the eq. (7) 
i-educes to the form 

ej°. 
Л к 1 + jrj- «* = ° <e> 

Choosing the coordinate system with tho y-axls along the 
rield-allgned current band and the x-azls across the band. 
Tor the slow potential variation along the band we have 

(fu4 

- ^ * m ^ 0 (9) 
«here 4 = x / L , ana.I Is the half-width of the upward current 
band, and 

e J°.(i) I s 

Уог the Haxwelllan distribution function of magnetoepherlc 
ions и^=Ц„ truersfcoy, 1982Ы In case of J? > D. Eq. (9) has 
a Schrodlnger equation form for the potential well having 
the maximum depth of r m a x = — | """̂  . Talcing into account 
that 2 l Jjj(4)0{ =J?, where J? la the value of Integral 
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current within the band, and IE1=--^-, where [El Is the 
large-scale electric field Jump across the band, the Г value 
can be determined also as: 

„ e IE1 Ъ I* = (11) 

IT fi < 0 (upward current region) (9) has the oscillating 
solution with the number o! zeroes determined by the d«?pth 
or potential well.. For J? > 0 (downward current region) no 
oscillating solutions exist, and therefore the upward 
current band can not be stratified. 

The level of stratification depends weakly on the 
behavior of Г=Г(£) and Is determined by the number of ьегоез 
of the potential disturbance u(|). In ITvereboy, 1982b] It 
was obtained for the field-aligned density «7?Ш = J° 
c h ~ s ( £ ) , that the car.e of nonetratlfled current corresponds 
to Г=1, the value of Г=б is necessary for bifurcation, and 
the values of Г of the order of 20 to 40 are required to se
parate the nonstratlfled current In three arcs. 

The existence of field-aligned potential drop leads to 
the changing of the Гогтв and depth of the potential well. In 
ITverahoy, 1982b] for the distant position of the beginning 
of acceleration region, and for the ion distribution functi
on f(v)=4~ cu2exp(-v2/VQ.?, for Г value the following estima
tion Г=Г(7-5/9 J/J* ?,/ТГл was recleved . If J-. 9/5 J* 
V^i' t b e threshold for the Instability decreases sharply. 
When JQ > 9/5 J* T^/Ti the Instability disappears at the 
center of the band, alhough two infinitely deep potential 
wells, arise at the band edges, In each or which several 
narrow bands can form. 

In ITverskoy, 1982b) was analysed the case when the be-
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ginning of acceleration region Is located Гаг from the 
Earth, and the precipitating electron flux la proportional 
to the field-aligned potential difference. Federsen conduc
tivity assumed to be constant and Independent on the preci
pitating flux. This assumption is correct fop the dayalde 
hemisphere only. Рог the aysmetric potential well the resul
ting current splitting Is also symmetric. Аз It was shown In 
lAntonova and Stepaaava, 1988; Antonova et al,r 1988] the 
stratification asymmetry may be caused not only by the j | 
meridional dependence but а1зо by the variation of Pedersen 
conductivity. Taking Into account the dependence of Ionos
pheric conductivity on the variation of the field-aligned 
potential difference and the precipitating flux we obtain a 
more complicated expression for Г. using the substitution 
lAntonova et al., 19881 

for the night hemisphere 

e /? 1г Г 1 Г e J „ I l 

where n reflect the Increase of the Ionospheric conductivity 
due to the ionization by precipitating electrons accelerated 
previously by the field-aligned potential difference. Even 
it the initial distribution J(£) were symmetric, the exis
tence of transverse Ionospheric currents flowing into the 
band mainly from one BlUe would make the Г=Г(|) asymmetric, 
which would lead to the stratification asymmetry. 
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РНКЫМПиЯУ Н В Ш Б . 

During the observation we can зее aaiy the developed 
picture or discrete number or Inverted-V structures. But to 
calculate (Ю) It Is necessary to know the undisturbed valu
es for Л, Z, J£, and r r As It will be shown belaw, the ion 
precipitating flux measurements give us approximately cons
tant temperatures within all observed structures. It Is rea
sonable to assume that the hall-width of the band and the 
Integral value or upward rield-allgned current are conserved 
during the splitting, and the Influence of Pedersen conduc
tivity variation on the г value Is not significant, using 
these assumptions It Is possible to calculate the value of Г 
rod to compare It with the number of observed structures. 

In lAntonova et al., 1991] a detailed comparison betwe
en the dirferent techniques to calculate the г and Г 8 values 
was made. The field-aligned current density was determined 
both from the precipitating electron measurements and from 
the rate of change or the magnetic field and the spacecraft 
velocity. Obtained values are In a good argeement which may 
be taken as evidence *hat the field-aligned current Is main
ly of hot electron nature. The Г 8 value was obtained using 
direct measurements or large-scale electric rield Зишр 
acrosB the band. Its value Is found to be close to the Г 
obtained from particle data. It was taken as evidence, that 
the current flows along the polar oval only, and therefore 
the problem Is nearly one-dlmentlonal. 

Figure 2 presents the distribution of the Earth's mag
netic field disturbances In iff, of the field-aligned current 
densities obtained using the magnetometer and electron flux 
data In A m" 2, or the ion temperature in KeV, of the Peder
sen conductivity in Chnf1, and of the optical emission in
tensity In relative units as a functions of universal and 
local times, and of Invariant latitude In order to give 
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? щ . г . Horlaontal coinponenta or geomagnetic field distur
bances (Bj.By), rield-allgnea current density Inter
red rrom magnetometer (3 B) and precipitating elect
ron flux (3°) data, plasma sheet ion temperature 

nlght-lntegrated conductivity (7L), and emls 
slon or upper ionosphere ( J 6 3 0 > 0 ) , J 5 5 £ 7 ) In 
of the formation of three auroral structures. case 
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an ezwnple of field-aligned current stratification. The re
cord of the Earth's magnetic field horizontal component ob
tained at the ground-based station correspodlng to the sa
tellite passage also Is shown. This case corresponds to the 
formation of three current aructures. 

HtSTHUIOHMIIOtr AND DATA ANALYSIS. 
Intercosmoe-Bulgarla-1300 spacecraft was launched. In 

August of 1961. The satellite had the circular polar orbit 
at the 800 to 000 Km of altitude and the inclination of 81°. 
The plasma observations are obtained with the ANEPB energo-
spectrometer, which provides measurements of the low-energy 
electron and Ion distributions along the satellite velocity 
vector and normal to the vector from and to the Earth. The 
measurements in every direction were made by three spectro
meter channels. Two channels were intended for the measure
ment of the electrons and ions over the energy range from 
0.3 to 15 keV, and the third one for the registration of 1 
keV electrons at a rate of 12.5 or 3.125 samples per second 
depending on the observation schedule. The detailed descrip
tion of this instrument is found in llvanov et al., 1982]. 

The experimental data were used to calculate the field-
aligned current density J=J(x). Pedersen conductivity in the 
ionosphere Е=Ъ(х), temperature of magnetlspherlc ions T = 
f(x), half-width of the upward field-aligned current band, 
the Jump In the large-scale electric field across the band 
[£], and then to calcuate the maximum value of nondlsturbed 
field-aligned current density j"™, the werage values for 
temperature and conductivity <Г> and <2>, and 

The upward field-aligned current carried by the hot 
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electrons is derived rrom the precipitating electron flux 
1(E) as 

J° = x e sln2d E IfRJAB,, (H) x e altPd Z IC^)^ 

«here ain2A = 0.736 Is the squared sine of the loss cone 
angle at the 800 Km altitude, assuming the dlpole character 
for the Earth'в magnetic field. В ю used precipitating flux 
was measured within the energy range from 0.4 to 15 keV. 
Therefore, the high fluxes with the energies far less than 
field-aligned potential difference were not Included. The 
statistics error In every channel is 

0J° = x e atn2ot £ —*- (и* 

where в is the number of pulses measured In corresponding 
channel, with the general valuee from 100 to 200 pulsee In 
every channel. It glvee us the relative error about 5-1 OX, 
which decreases with the Increase of current density. Some
times the counter overflow was registered, m thle case the 
low border of the field-aligned current was shown. 

AfterwardB the average value for the nonstratlfled 
field-aligned current was calculated. Its nondlsturbed meri
dional distribution waa assumed to be approximated by 
J0f£i=./0cft~2{, which corresponds to the Teller's potential 
in the eq.(9). Firstly the theoretical and experimental va
lues of the Integral current within the band were calcula-

1 
ted: JT=IJ Joam = UQ2th(1) = 7t.tJ0th(1), Where At Is the 

-1 tune of satellite passage of the whole current band, t h ( l ) = 
0.762: J B=E JyMt =V E JfcAtfc. *bere J k 1в the density obtai
ned from thr к-th spectrum data, AX k Is the distance covered 
by the satellite across the band during the time If k-th 
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spectrum measurement At k. Therefore the amplitude can be 
written 

J 0 = E J^tfc /ЬХ WD 05) 

She height-Integrated Federsen conductivity was found «nth 
the help of the empirical formula obtained In ISplro, 19821: 

^ = ( 7 7 ^ ) ^ (16) 
where 2 Q= z т ( \ ) \ к \ ^ Г ( ^ 1 ^ is the main electron 
energy In keV. and P = % e sin8e z ГСЕ^Е^ДЕц. is the 
electron energy flux in J m~2s~1.. This method made It possi
ble to calculate the conductivity within 30* aquracy. 

Then the average valuee for the conductivity and its 
standart deviation were calculated as 

1 
<2> = - E К 

02 = - /z(Syr<S>f 
n к * 

where n is the number of spectra. 
The most difficult task was to calculate the temperatu

re of magnetospherlc ions. According to Llouvllle'a theorem 
the ion distribution function along the particle trajectory 
does not change. Therefore, for the Haxwelllan distribution 
function, the Ion temperature at the point of measurement Is 
equal to tbe one of plasma eheet ions. The presence of 
field-aligned potential drop leads only to a desrease in the 
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Ion concentration. 
the value of the temperature was found as a result of 

the approximation of toe Ion precipitation flux I*-{E) by the 
M-maiwelllan distribution function. We took Into considera
tion the value corresponding to the temperature of the hot 
magnetospherlc Ions. The resulting values леге close to tho
se obtained as T=p/n, where n=)vzf(v)OU:, r*m/3\v*f(v)<3ii. 

Taking Into account that f(E)=0,5 I (S) я/В, we obtain 

к 
3 E *(* /к *** 

T t = . . (17) 

Subsequently the great volumes of data to be analyzed 
made it necessary to use the formula (1T). Similar to the 
previous case for conductivity, the average value for the 
temperature and Its standart deviation for every satellite 
passage were calculated. 

The half-width of the upward field-aligned current band 
was estimated using the upward current data taking Into con
sideration the angle between the normal to the band and the 
satellite velocity vector {«). The current distribution Is 
assumed to be two-dlmentlonal, therefore the value for coaa 
can be derived from magnetic field data as: 

B7 
соал = 

I = 7 t соал 
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§Й 

В, keV 

Pig. 3 . Typical ln»epted-v spectrum of p r e c i P 1 1 ^ 1 1 ^ elect- J 
rone meaaured йу Intercoamo3-Bul£arla-I300 sate l l i te •! 
29.11.81 (23.22.22. UT. 8.2 MET, 62.8 INVLAT) Й 

Г 
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where в х в are the magnetic field disturbances, t Is the 
time needed to pass the total current structure. One should 
note that all the parameters necessary to calculate the Г 
value (except the соал) can be determined using the 
spectrometer data only. 

since the case of nonatratlfled current corresponds to 
г=1, of bifurcation to r=6, and of three агсв formation to Г 
approximately or 20-40, the accuracy of calculation of J, T, 
<z> and L on the bases of experimental data make it possible 
to estimate the r valuee with a precision sufficient to Its 
comparison with the theoretical results. 

OBSERVATIONS. 

The preliminary selection of events was made during the 
analysis of magnetometer data under low and moderate sub-
storm activity. The structure was classified as lnverted-V, 
when the typical Maxwelllan maximum at the electron precipi
tating flux was observed {see Flg.3). 

The passages In low (K=0-2) and moderate (K=3-4) sub-
storm activity at the dark nssilsphere were chosen. ?lg. 5-8 
3how tis the field-aligned current density In A. nf 2, the Ion 
temperature In kev, and the Pedersen conductivity in Ohm - 1 

as functions of universal and local times, and of Invariant 
latitudes. The cases of a nonstratlfled structure (Pig. 4), 
of two (Pig. 5), and three (Jig. 6) structures are presen
ted. 

The number of passage, the day, the beginning and 
the end of the passage across the structure, the average 
values for local time and Invariant latitude, the K^-lndex, 
cosine for the angle between the satellite velocity vector 
and the normal vector to the band, the field-aligned current 
densities, average valuee for the temperature and conducti
vity, the half-width of the band, Г values and the observed 
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Pig. 4. Field-aligned current density In 10~ 6 a nf 2 obtained 
from precipitating electron flux data (Хор), hlgbt-
Integrated Pedersen conductivity (long-dashed line) 
In Ohm - 1 and ion temperature in keV (Bottom). Say 
24.08.81 
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и«. б. tleld-allgned current density to 10" 6 a m~ 2 ob
tained from precipitating electron flux data (Top), nlgbt-
lntesrated Federsen conductivity {long-dashed line) in 
OlmHand ion temperature In keV (Bottom). Day 23.12..81 
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TABLE 1(a) 

Number Day Beginning and MED INVJAT. Kp ena of tne band 

1722 07. .12.81 06:49:31-50:10 
237 24. ,08.81 05:06:40-07:20 
1621 29 .11.81 02:37:40-28:30 
1884 18, .12.81 09:29:50-31:28 
1791 11 . .12.81 21:17:52-20:40 
1550 25. .11.81 02:22:00-24:08 
1522 гг. .11.81 23:49:11-52:20 
1749 09, .12.81 04:37:25-40:10 
1450 23. .12.81 06:37:31-39:37 
1874 17, .12.81 21:37:41-39:28 
2380 22, .01.82 17:02:31-05:50 
1649 02. .12.81 02:29:09-32:31 

TABLE 1(b) 

-6 
Number eosd J 10 <T> <2> L 1Q~5 Г Number 

а м _ г keV Ohm -1 m of area 

Г7Я2- 0.93 0.81 - 6.0*0.4 1.78 1.40 1 
237 0.95 1.18 2.4±0.9 6.9*0.6 1.21 1.04 1 
1621 0.86 0.31 2.6*0.5 3.3*1.6 2.98 2.9 1 
1884 0.99 0.84 - 5.2*0.9 3.97 8.4 2 
1791 0.58 0.84 1.9*0.2 2.9*1.6 3.94 23.6 2 
1550 0.87 0.81 2.3±0.3 7,0±2.6 4.25 9.0 2 
1522 0.74 0.48 1.2±0.2 3.5*0.5 5.66 36.6 2 
1749 0.97 0.71 2.4±0.4 4.3*2.7 5.90 24.9 3 
1950 0.94 0.60 2.2±0.3 3.1*0.8 4.59 18.5 3 
1874 0.89 1.36 1.3*0.1 7.3*0.3 3.86 21.3 3 
?380 0.71 0.57 1.1*0.1 4.3*0.5 5.72 39.4 3 
1649 0.79 1.10 2.3*0.8 6.6*2.9 6.70 30.8 3 

23.6 70 0 
23.9 66 2 
3.2 67 0 
21.8 69.9 3 
2.5 71.5 2-
3.1 70 2-
3.8 66 2 
21.1 65 3 
21.1 66 2-
1.5 70.5 4 
2.0 65 4-
2.5 66 2 
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number of large-scale structures are presented In the table, 
yield-aligned currents vary significantly within the band, 
and are in strong correlation with the conductivity, which 
Is natural taking into consideration Its relationship with 
precipitating energy flux. The obtained values of 
nonstratlsf led current amplitude are within the range Ггме 
0.5 to 1.5 a m - 2 . The average values of Pedersen 
conductivities are within the 3-7 Ohm - 1. The temperature of 
magnetospherlc Ions Is nearly constant within tbe band. Its 
values varying slowly from passage to passage from 1 to 3 
kev. Satellite trajectories were not strictly perpendicular 
to the band, and average eosot was about 0.8. Times of 
current structure passage and, .consequently, their total 
sizes vary essentially from passage to passage. The 
correlation between the total size of structure, г value, 
and the number of formed structures Is observed. 

In all the cases asymmetry of sratlflcatlon Is presen
ted. The Intensity of precipitating electron flux decreases 
with the Increasing of the Invariant latitude. It is in good 
agreement with the modulation of Ionospheric potential dis
turbance taking in account the dependence of the ionospheric 
conductivity on the variation of field-aligned potential 
drop and precipitating electron flux lAntamva et al., 
1988]. Unfortunately, the obtained accuracy make It Impossi
ble to carry out the quantitative simulations. 

Buying the Intercosmos-Bulgarla-1300 experiment we have 
had oily a limited number of multiple lnverted-V events. The 
detailed verification of the "plasma hot stratification" 
theory requires use of data obtained by other auroral satel
lites. Por example, similar results could be inferred from 
the analysis of AE-D satellite data from ILln, 1982]. The 
satellite had the circular polar orbit with the altitude of 
800 km. Electron fluxes obtained during the satellite passa
ge of double lnverved-V structure in the evening sector of 
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UNIVERSAL TIME 

Pig. 7. siectron energy deposition rate and Interred emlalon 
Intensities lor 5577 A and 6300 I from {Lin ana 
Hoffwxn., 1982). The formation of two large-scale 
structures is observed. 
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the magtietosphere (16 ККГ) are ehown In ?lg. T. Unfortunate
ly, those data are not sufficient to calculate the current 
density and the potential drop. But If we assume, that pone-
ntlal drop la about 4 KeV, and the beginning of acceleration 
region Is sufficiently high, than according to (6) the ave
rage values of energy flux in the first and second structu
res of 2 erg cm" 2s~ 1 would correspond to the field-aligned 
currents of about 1 ^0~6 and 0.5 10" 6 a m~ 2 respectively, 
with the average value of 0.T5 10~ 6a of 2. Taking the average 
electron energy to he about 4 KeV, the corresponding values 
of conductivity are 8 Ohm - 1 and 5.6 Ohm - 1 respectively, and 
Its average value Is 6.8 Ohm'1. If the satellite velocity 
la BBBumed to be 8 km в - 1 for the perpendicular passage and 
for the time Interval rrom 20h56ll!33B to 20 h58 l4o3 e we obtain 
1=3.6 to 5. Using (1) and taking the Ion temperature to be 
2.5 keV we obtain the Г=5.7, which-Is very close to Its the
oretical value. 

OOKCtUSIOKS. 

1. Accuracy of measurements onboard the Intercosmos-
Bulgarla-1300 satellite made It possible to calculate para-

meter г = , (where j , " 8 1 Is the maximum of nonstratl-
fled field aligned current density, <£>, <Г> are the average 
values of height-Integrated Pedersen conductivity, and of 
the temperature of hot magoetospherlc ions, £ la the half-
width of upward current band), and to compare Its values 
with those predicted by the theory of hot magnetospheric 
plasma stratification. 

2. The nonstratlfled current structures are observed 
when Г=(7-3) two structures are registered when Г=(8-Э>, 
and three «hen r=30-40. Events with more then three structu
res under the low substorm activity were not observed. 
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3. weak modulation of Ion temperature along the satel
lite trajectory may be the evidence of an Intense particle 
exchange between the flux tubes lAntonova, 1965; Antonova 
19871. 

4. Parameters of observed inverted-V structures make It 
possible to affirm tne existence of the plasma sheet proces
ses leading to the meridional modulation or hot particles 
pressure caused by the variation of its concentration and to 
the stratification of lagre-scale field-aligned current car
ried by hot magnetospherlc electrons. 

5. The half-width of the upward current band Is the 
main parameter, determining the appearance of multiple 
structures. 

AclawwledffKsnts. The authors thank S.I.Shkolnokova and 
A.K.Kuzmin for supplying the magnetometer and photometer da
ta respectively. 
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